
CUSTOM TABLES



Icon Modern started with a simple idea: 
taking trees that would otherwise end up in 
landfill and transforming them into custom 
tables. Furniture with a story and a mission. 
And as we have grown, so too has our materiality in creating 
unique, beautiful tables that last a lifetime. From urban hardwood 
and stone to veneer and concrete, our versatile capabiltiies can 
help match your specification to create a truly one-of-a-kind 
table that people are drawn to in a space; where they want to pull 
up a chair and make things happen.  
 
Here is a snapshot of past work that we hope inspires ideas for 
your next project.
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Round oak conference table + acoustic panel inlay
Charlie Greene Studio
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Urban Hardwood

Steel

Stone

Concrete

Veneer

Solid Surface

MATERIAL OPTIONS
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Stone community table + dropside base
Vocon
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Urban oak island table + footrest
Partners by Design
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A WORD ABOUT URBAN HARDWOOD

Urban hardwood is salvaged wood that 
comes from city and suburban trees 
that were taken down due to disease 
and other causes. Many view this wood 
as waste, or at best, mulch or firewood. 
But we view urban hardwood as a 
regenerative resource and sustainable 
material. This is how Icon Modern got 
started! 
 
Urban hardwood is heavy in character; 
each tree has a unique story to tell. We 
source all of our urban wood from Illinois 
and Wisconsin while offering a variety of 
species and finishes. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Common sizes: 30-60”W x 60-240”L

• Thickness of tops: 1.5” - 2”

• Flexible height options include 
conference, cafe, bar + counter

• Bases can be customized to conceal 
power + technology

Ebonized Ash Butcher Block Faux Walnut

HickoryElmAsh

Maple Oak Walnut
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Calacatta Borgo stone top + painted oak dowel legs + center steel base panel + fitted for lamps + power units 
Wright Hereema Architects
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Pill-shaped concrete community table + drum/panel base + ash plinth bench + power units
Studio K Creative 
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Rift sawn oak tabletop + wood post base + footrest
Partners by Design
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Round hickory hardwood cafe tables + turned bases
Gensler
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Oak veneer community table + panel leg base + power units
Gensler
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Pill-shaped oak library table + angled base + footrest + power units
Stantec
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V-shaped boardroom table + ebonized ash + urban oak + steel base + 12 power units
Gensler 
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Pill-shaped oak community table + oak tambour drum base
Charlie Greene Studio
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Oak veneer library table + dropside base + steel patina toe-kick plates + power units + wireless charging stations
Gensler
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(Right) Round oak veneer side tables + oak tambour drum bases
Gensler 
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Curved bar height oak veneer community table  | CNC’d oak veneer slat wall + whiteboard
Stantec
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Pill-shaped ston top + crescent-shaped steel base + power
Gensler

Oak veneer tabletop + oak tambour dual-drum base + power units
Gensler
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Two-tiered stone tabletops + radiused corners + steel panel base
Interior Architects
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Urban walnut live edge community table
Unisapce
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Urban oak crescent-shaped tabletop + oak veneer panel legs 
Krueck Sexton Partners
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Stone cafe tables + steel post base + wood veneer banquette frame 
Gensler
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Extra large (31ft) urban walnut live edge boardroom table + power units 
Nelson
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CONTACT

NICOLE HUMPHREY
Sales Operations + Quoting Manager
nicole@iconmodern.com | 224-551-9071

www.iconmodern.com
Follow us on Instagram @iconmodern

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Tom Harris, Ross Floyd, Christopher Barrett, Connie Zhou
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